This workbook lets you print the PrintArea to the default printer as well as to a PDF folder. The PDF folder is created by the program in the same directory as the workbook itself and is called "PDF Files".

There are no issues when using Excel 2010 in Windows. However, in Excel 2011 on the Mac there are two issues.

1) Once you have printed using the Print to PDF option, you cannot Print to OS Default without using File/Print first (%P). For some reason the Mac loses the default printer. Application.ActivePrinter = "My Printer" is not available on the Mac.

2) Once you have printed using the Print to PDF option, then return to print to the OS Default, then go back to the Print to PDF option, you get a print error. You must then exit Excel, not just the current workbook to fix the problem.

I use CUPS-PDF or PDFwriter as my default printer on the Mac. I rarely print to paper.
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